The NCS is managed by the NATO Group of National Directors on Codification, Allied Committee 135 (AC/135). NCS rules and procedures are laid down in the NATO Manual on Codification ACOp-1 downloadable from www.nato.int/codification. Codification is performed under national responsibility.

NATO Codification System – NCS
the Global Language of Logistics

The NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA) is the sole NATO Agency to participate in the NATO Codification Data Exchange (user NSP). NSPA also allocates NCAGE codes (structure S***#, l***), publishes NMCRL, provides sponsorship support and monitors data exchange.

[30] NATO nations:

ALBANIA BELGIUM BULGARIA CANADA CROATIA CZECH REPUBLIC DENMARK ESTONIA FRANCE GERMANY GREECE HUNGARY ICELAND ITALY LATVIA LITHUANIA LUXEMBOURG MONTENEGRO NETHERLANDS NORTH MACEDONIA NORWAY POLAND PORTUGAL ROMANIA SLOVAKIA SLOVENIA SPAIN TURKEY UNITED KINGDOM USA

[33] Sponsored Non-NATO nations:

ARGENTINA AUSTRALIA AUSTRIA BRAZIL COLOMBIA FINLAND INDIA INDONESIA ISRAEL JAPAN JORDAN KOREA REPUBLIC OF MALAYSIA MOROCCO NEW ZEALAND SERBIA SINGAPORE SWEDEN UKRAINE UAE

[20] Tier 2:

Nations have a Codification System that has been certified as being fully compliant with the NCS procedures. Tier 2 sponsorship is characterized by a two-way data exchange and participation in technical NCS management.

[13] Tier 1:

The “basic level” of sponsorship including some use of unclassified NATO Stock Number (NSN) information. Tier 1 sponsorship is characterized by a one-way data exchange.

The “Global Language of Logistics”

www.nato.int/codification

Code Structure Legend:

BEL / 13 / E***# # = numerical
CTR / NCB / NCAGE ** = alpha/numerical